Maritime news, analysis and industry trends, tailored to you.

Bringing you the what and the why.

Lloyd's List goes beyond the news, revealing the why and what it means for your business. Our experts filter, curate, validate and assess the latest events to bring you what matters most.

“A long form, future looking product... which differentiates Lloyd’s List from the competition.”

Business Economist
International trading and shipping company

Lloyd’s List gives you...

- Outlook reports and forecasts
- Daily news and alerts
- Analysis articles on key themes and markets
- Archives and historical news
- A monthly magazine providing in-depth news and analysis on the industry’s key trends and hot topics

The original source.
Maritime information is everywhere. With so many channels, opinions and sources, it’s hard to know which facts you can trust.
Lloyd’s List is the original and trusted maritime source, delivering validated news and insight directly from industry experts.

Navigate challenges today, anticipate tomorrow.
For nearly 300 years, Lloyd’s List has been the trusted independent partner and source of maritime data, analysis, insights, and expertise. We provide professionals with the complete view of every part of the global maritime industry, enabling them to act quickly, confidently and stay up to date.

Trusted for 300 years.
Back in 1688, coffee house proprietor Edward Lloyd recognised the need for a single, reliable and validated source of intelligence for the shipping industry. Lloyd’s List grew from the heart of the shipping community to do just that, putting the power back into the hands of professionals. A legacy that continues to this day.

Maritime information is everywhere. With so many channels, opinions and sources, it’s hard to know which facts you can trust.
Lloyd’s List is the original and trusted maritime source, delivering validated news and insight directly from industry experts.
Stay up-to-date on key industry developments
Daily tailored updates give you the latest essential developments from around the globe.

Track clients, sectors and key themes of interest
Receive and act on alerts about companies, sectors and themes of interest.

Research the shipping industry and its players
Build a complete view of players within the industry with access to an extensive online archive of news and analysis.

Understand the regulatory environment
Read and evaluate the latest analysis on regulatory changes. Understand their impact on the industry so you can plan and mitigate their impact on you and your client’s business.

Evaluate the market outlook
Build your business strategy on a clear understanding of maritime trade patterns, and the long-term outlook for the industry.

Identify new commercial opportunities
Identify and explore growth opportunities by tracking new entrants, existing players, and regulatory changes.

Stay connected.
In a volatile market, you need accurate, consistent and useable insights to drive your business and stay ahead of the competition. Lloyd’s List keeps your finger on the pulse, as well as helping you understand the long term view of the shipping industry and maritime trade.

We are the only news service with an editorial board, deeply connected to the most important challenges in the industry. This means our news, analysis and insight is second to none. So you will always be fully briefed and prepared for any business meeting or important negotiation.
Our people.
Our independent, trusted team of impartial journalists and analysts draw on countless years of experience when monitoring and reporting on the shipping industry. They provide a validated, filtered view of the key news issues and themes, so you don’t have to trawl through hundreds of sources yourself.

Our network.
We have direct connections to the key leaders running and monitoring the global maritime industry, and a strict, independent editorial methodology. This ensures that we’re the first to provide validated industry reaction to new regulation, how key players plan to respond and what this means for your business.

Our data.
We have unparalleled access to vessel, company, port and fleet databases. This means our journalists have the richest data sources to validate and quantify their stories, giving you the most complete picture.

In the age of the internet, where information is abundant, comment is free but verified facts are few and far between, Lloyd’s List’s authority, accuracy and editorial independence are more important now than at any point in our history.”

Richard Meade
Managing Editor, Lloyd’s List

Lloyd’s List in numbers.

1,200+
Leading organisations using Lloyd’s list

Active users each month
3,250

100,000
Page views each month

25+
Extensive searchable archive

25+
Journalists & contributors

100,000+
Articles available to search

350+
Articles published each month

7K
Personalised news alerts each month
To find out more about Lloyd’s List, contact us on:

America Tel: +1 212-520-2747
EMEA Tel: +44 20 7017 5392
APAC Tel: +65 6505 2084
Lloydslist.com/findoutmore

Lloyd’s List group is part of Informa plc, one of the largest information companies in the world, constantly investing in technology, people and customer solutions.

FTSE 100 listed company
£2.7bn turnover
£8.47bn market capitalisation
11,000 employees